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Abstract

Ž .The Efficient ReserÕation Virtual Circuit protocol or ERVC is a novel connection control protocol designed for
constant-rate, delay-insensitive traffic in gigabit networks. We explain the operation of the protocol, discuss its features and
advantages, and present its performance characteristics. The ERVC protocol is appropriate for sessions that require an
explicit reservation of capacity and can tolerate the round-trip delay associated with the reservations. In the ERVC protocol,
the durations of the sessions are recorded, and every node keeps track of the utilization profile of each outgoing link, which
describes the amount of residual capacity available on the link as a function of time. This feature allows capacity to be
reserved only for the duration of the session, starting at the time it is actually needed. Therefore, the protocol utilizes
capacity considerably more efficiently than regular reservation schemes do and results in markedly lower blocking
probability for new sessions. The ERVC protocol also has the ‘‘reservation ahead’’ feature, which allows a node to calculate
the time at which the requested capacity will be available and reserve it in advance, avoiding in this way the wasteful
repetition of the call setup phase. q 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

In the era of gigabit networking, which is rapidly
becoming a reality with advances in VLSI technol-
ogy and fiber-optic transmission systems, networks
will be limited by the propagation delay on the

w xchannel 1 . This is a limitation imposed by physics
that will not change with improved implementation.
The important network issues of connection estab-
lishment, flow control, buffering, and congestion
control therefore need to be re-examined in this

) Corresponding author.
1 Research supported by ARPA under Contract DABT63-93-C-

0039.

changed communication environment. As Partridge
w x2 in his series of thought questions on the chal-
lenges of gigabit networking rightly points out, high
bandwidth-delay product and increased propagation
latency are two crucial factors that will differentiate
gigabit networks from most present day networks,
and that will impact not only the performance of
such networks, but also the protocols designed to
manage them and the applications designed to use
them.

Propelled by the advances in new communication
technologies, a number of prototype high-speed net-
works have been developed in the US and Europe to
date. These include the PARIS high-speed network
Ž w x .see 3,4 for various aspects of its design , and its
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successor the plaNETrORBIT high-speed network
w x5 that will be used in the AURORA gigabit testbed
w x6 . Aurora is one of the five gigabit testbeds being
overseen by the Corporation for National Research

w xInitiatives 7 . The other networks in this initiative
w x w x w xinclude the Vistanet 8 , CASA 9 , Blanca 10 , and

w xNectar 11 gigabit testbeds. Other gigabit research
initiatives within the US include the MIT Lincon

w xLabs.-based all-optical network consortium 12 .
High-speed networks outside the US include the
MultiG project funded by the Swedish Institute of

w xComputer Science 13 , the Cambridge backbone
w xring in Britain 14,15 , the Berkom project in Ger-

w x w xmany 16 , and TEN-34 17 , a new gigabit network
testbed deployed in Europe.

The ERVC protocol, which is the subject of this
paper, is part of the connection and flow control
protocols designed for the Thunder and Lightning

Ž w x.network see, for instance, 18–21 , which is cur-
rently being built at UCSB under the sponsorship of

w xDARPA 22 . The Thunder and Lightning network is
a virtual-circuit switched, fiber-optic network that
will operate at serial link speeds of up to 40 Gbitrs,
and is projected to carry a diverse mix of traffic
types. Our objectives in designing the connection
and flow control algorithms for this network are to
ensure lossless transmission, efficient utilization of
capacity, minimum pre-transmission delay for
delay-sensitive traffic, and packet arrival in correct
order. The two new connection control protocols that
we have proposed to meet these objectives are the

Ž .Ready-to-Go Virtual Circuit or RGVC protocol and
Ž .the Efficient Reservation Virtual Circuit or ERVC

w xprotocol. The RGVC protocol 20 , which will be
used for best-effort service and for traffic that has
little tolerance for delay, uses back-pressure and
buffering at intermediate nodes, whereas the ERVC
protocol, which is appropriate for constant-rate ses-
sions that require guaranteed bandwidth, uses ex-
plicit reservations and requires little buffering at
intermediate nodes.

The very high link speeds in the Thunder and
Lightning network were proposed because of the
realization that at least a sizable portion of traffic in
future gigabit networks would involve high-speed
transfer of massive amounts of data at nearly con-
stant rates, and would require guaranteed lossless
delivery and an explicit reservation of bandwidth.

The ERVC protocol, proposed in this paper, provides
efficient transfer of such data, and has been moti-
vated by several design considerations. First, for
several applications such as high-speed program-data
transfer between supercomputers or bulk file trans-
fer, loss-based traffic integration will not be practical
w x23 . This is because providing a reliable transport
service requires that, ideally, not even a single cell

Žbe lost here loss refers to the loss due to statistical
.multiplexing and not that due to transmission errors ,

because each such loss can force retransmission of
large volumes of data. Clearly, in gigabit networks
like the Thunder and Lightning network, the band-
width-delay product, being very large, can result in
the discarding of substantial amounts of data in case
of retransmissions if efficient lossless transfer is not
provided. Second, for high-speed file-transfer type
applications, long burst transmissions can easily
overload the network, unless they have pre-negoti-
ated at least a minimum bandwidth with the network.
This has also been realized by several other re-
searchers, many of whom have advocated burst-based
bandwidth reservation as a viable and prudent choice
Ž w x w xsee Hiu 24 , Ohnishi et al. 25 , Suzuki and Tobagi
w x w x.26 , and Iwata et al. 27 . Therefore, from the point
of view of both transmission integrity and network
efficiency, traffic of this type should be transferred
only after a specific and explicit allocation of re-
sources precedes each data burst.

The ERVC protocol is employed for call setup if
the session is not critically delay-sensitive and re-
quires an explicit reservation of bandwidth. In what
follows, the word session will be applied both to a
new session, or to a new burst for an ongoing session
that has a virtual path to the destination but may
have no bandwidth reserved on it before hand. New
sessions are generated at each source with a speci-
fied destination, duration, tolerable delay, and band-
width requirement. For a new session, a path with
adequate residual capacity is computed at the source,
based on the topology and link utilization informa-
tion that it has at that time. For a burst belonging to a
continuing session, this computation is performed at
the connection set up phase and is not required at
this time. In the ERVC protocol, the duration of a

Ž .session or burst is recorded during the call estab-
lishment phase, and each network node keeps track
of the capacity available on its outgoing links as a
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function of time. A setup packet is sent over the path
to make the appropriate reservations and set the
routing tables. Each intermediate node reserves the
required capacity starting at the time at which this

Žcapacity will actually be used which is at least one
round-trip delay after the arrival of the setup packet

.at the node , and for a length of time equal to the
session duration. If the session duration is unknown,
it is treated as infinite, and capacity is reserved for

Žthat session for an unspecified duration as in regular
.reservation schemes . If the capacity is not available

at the requested time, the setup packet may make a
reservation starting at the first time the capacity
becomes available. Therefore, the ERVC protocol
has the ‘‘reservation ahead’’ feature, in the sense
that capacity may be reserved in advance for use at a
later time. This differs from other reservation virtual
circuit protocols, where session durations are not
recorded and capacity is reserved starting at the time
the setup packet arrives at a node. The idea of
advance reservation of resources has been used in
the past mainly in connection with video-telecon-

Ž w x.ferencing centers see 28–31 . In these works, there
Ž .is a single-server or multi-server central reservation

office that users call to request conferencing facili-
ties for a given future date. This is quite different
than the reservation ahead feature of the ERVC
protocol, where the objective is the efficient utiliza-
tion of the network links, and capacity is reserved in
a distributed manner, through the collaboration of
nodes on a session’s path.

In the ERVC protocol, capacity is blocked for
other sessions only for the duration of the call, what
we call the timed reserÕation feature of the protocol,
and is available for the remaining time. As the
discussion of Section 2 and the performance results
presented in Section 4 will indicate, this is particu-
larly important for high-speed networks, where prop-
agation times are large compared to transmission
times, because it reduces blocking and allows a
greater number of sessions to be served. It also
avoids the wasteful repetition of the call establish-
ment process, because it enables a session to reserve
the required capacity in its first attempt, probably at
a time later than the requested time. If the time at
which adequate bandwidth first becomes available is
unacceptable because of the delay requirements of
the session, the call is blocked and is reattempted

later, probably using a different path. The ERVC
protocol requires a pre-transmission delay at least
equal to the round-trip propagation delay between

Žthe source and the destination as all reservation
.protocols do .

Several implementation issues, some of which we
discuss in the latter sections of our paper, are impor-
tant for the correct and efficient operation of the
ERVC protocol. Correct timing is important in order
to ensure that data transmission starts after all reser-
vations are made and terminates before any interme-
diate node releases the reserved capacity. Also, since
reservations are made in a distributed, asynchronous
way, through the collaboration of the nodes on a
session’s path, and capacity on a link may not be
available at the time requested for by the setup
packet but at some future time, it is important to
ensure that the time intervals reserved on each link
are consistent with each other. For the ERVC proto-
col to function efficiently, the queueing and process-
ing delays of control packets have to be small and
predictable, and the uncertainties and round-off er-
rors in recording the various time parameters have to
be controlled. The information required by the proto-

Ž .col rates and session durations has to be recorded
and processed in an efficient way. As we discuss in
Section 3, we use a linked-list structure to store the
rates and durations of the sessions, and record times
as relative times, which enables a fast list update to
be performed at a switch. Finally, the protocol has to
cope with link and node failures.

The remainder of the paper is organized as fol-
lows. In Section 2 we provide the motivation for the
ERVC protocol by discussing its advantages over
other reservation protocols for high-speed networks,
and we describe some applications that would bene-
fit from it. In Section 3 we explain the operation of
the protocol. Specifically, in Section 3.1 we describe
the call setup procedure, and in Section 3.2 we
describe the data structures that are required and the
way they are updated. The connection control actions
performed by the source, intermediate, and destina-
tion nodes are outlined in Section 3.3. In Section 3.4
we comment on the delays experienced by control
packets, and discuss how the protocol handles uncer-
tainties in timing. In Section 4, we present the
performance characteristics of the ERVC protocol,
and we compare its performance to that of regular
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reservation schemes. Finally, in Section 5 we give
some concluding remarks, while in the appendices
we give the details of the connection control actions
performed at the nodes and discuss how the protocol
copes with link and node failures.

2. Why the ERVC protocol?

In this section, we discuss some drawbacks of
other reservation schemes and explain how the ERVC
protocol helps to overcome them. We use the term

Žimmediate reservation virtual circuit schemes ab-
.breviated IRVC to refer to schemes where the ca-

pacity required by a session at an intermediate node
is reserved starting at the time the setup packet
arrives at the node, and which, unlike the ERVC
protocol, do not allow for reservations to be made

Žfor future time instants we discuss this aspect
.shortly . This includes several recently proposed

reservation schemes such as the FRPrDT protocol
ŽFast Reservation Protocol with Delayed Transmis-

. w xsion proposed by Boyer and Tranchier 32 , the fast
w xbandwidth reservation schemes of Suzuki et al. 26 ,

Ž .the fast resource management FRM protocols men-
w xtioned by Fotedar et al. 33 and discussed in detail

w xby Tranchier et al. 34 , and the connection establish-
w xment scheme proposed by Cidon et al. 3 . The

scheme proposed by Cidon et al. uses a logical tree
to execute a distributed capacity check algorithm that
speeds up the reservation phase, but it still suffers
Ž .even though to a lesser extent from a drawback
common to immediate reservation schemes as we
now explain. A cause of the inefficiency in these
schemes arises because the capacity reserved for the
session is actually used at least one round-trip delay
after the arrival of the setup packet at the node. This
is because the setup packet has to travel from the
intermediate node to the destination, an acknowl-
edgement has to be sent from the destination to the
source, and the first data packet of the session has to

Žtravel from the source to the intermediate node see
.Fig. 1 .

Over long transmission distances, the round-trip
propagation delay may be comparable to, or even
larger than, the holding time of a session. In particu-
lar, if a typical session requests capacity r bitsrs,
and transfers a total of M bits over a distance of L

Fig. 1. IRVC, ERVC, and RGVC protocols for the case where the setup packet is successful in making the appropriate reservations. In
Ž .IRVC protocols, where session durations are not recorded, the capacity is blocked for duration equal to Mrr qT , where T is ther t r t

roundtrip propagation delay. In the ERVC protocol, capacity is blocked for other sessions only for the holding time Mrr. In the RGVC
Ž .protocol a tell-and-go type of protocol that will also be used in the Thunder and Lightning network , capacity is occupied for time Mrr

w xplus the time offset between the transmission of the setup packet and the first data packet of the session. In the RGVC protocol 20 , the
setup packet is first transmitted along the path, followed after a short offset-interval by the data packets, with back-pressure exercised if
needed.
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kilometers, then the maximum percentage of time
that the capacity is efficiently used in an IRVC
protocol is

Mrr
es , 1Ž .

2 LnrcqMrr

where nrcs5 msrkm is the propagation delay in
the fiber. Typical values of the above parameters for
gigabit networks like the Thunder and Lightning
network are expected to be rs10 Gbitrs, Ms0.2

ŽGbit corresponding, for instance, to the transfer of a
medium-sized file in a high-speed data-transfer oper-

. Ž .ation , and Ls1500 km long haul communication ,
which yields es0.57. In other words, for the above
parameters, the capacity reserved by a typical session
with an IRVC protocol stays idle for a round-trip
delay of 15 ms, and is used for time equal to the
typical holding time of a session, which is equal to
20 ms. This efficiency factor e becomes even smaller
as r or L increase, or M decreases. In contrast, the
efficiency factor e for the ERVC protocol can be as
large as es1, independently of the parameters r, L,
and M. In the simulations results presented in Sec-
tion 4, we show that the ERVC protocol can achieve
link utilization close to one while keeping the block-
ing probability for new sessions below some reason-
able threshold, say 0.1. By contrast, IRVC protocols

Žachieve their maximum utilization which is always
.less than that of the ERVC protocol at the cost of

considerable blocking of new sessions, which im-
poses a further penalty on the network through mul-
tiple reservation attempts.

To understand the advantage of recording session
durations and the ‘‘reservation ahead’’ feature of the
ERVC protocol, consider the situation shown in Fig.
2 where a setup packet requests 10 Gbitrs of capac-
ity on an outgoing link l that has only 5 Gbitrs of
capacity available at that time. If an IRVC protocol
is used, such a call will be blocked. Since, however,
reservations on link l are such that 10 Gbitrs of
capacity will become available after 14 ms, and the
first data packets of the new session will arrive at the

Ž .link after at least 30 ms a round-trip delay , the
session should be accepted. If the ERVC protocol is
used, such a call will be accepted, because each node
records the session durations and the setup packet
will be able to reserve 10 Gbitrs of capacity starting

Fig. 2. The advantage of recording session durations in the ERVC
protocol and its ‘‘reservation ahead’’ feature.

at a time 30 ms after its arrival at the node. The
ERVC protocol also has the ‘‘reservation ahead’’
feature, which allows sessions to reserve capacity
ahead in time and avoids repetition of the call setup
phase. To see this, assume that the round-trip delay
of the setup packet in Fig. 2 is only 10 ms, while the
acceptable delay of the session is 18 ms. The setup
packet now requires 10 Gbitrs of capacity on link l
starting at a time 10 ms after its arrival at the
intermediate node. Since 10 Gbitrs of capacity is
available on link l after 14 ms and this time is within
the range of delays that can be tolerated by the
session, the call will be accepted on its first attempt.
Thus, the reservation ahead feature avoids unneces-
sarily prolonged call setup phases and the associated
waste of bandwidth, reduces a session’s susceptibil-
ity to blocking, and leads to efficient utilization of
the available capacity. We discuss the performance
advantages that result from this feature when pre-
senting our simulation results in Section 4.

We see at the present time, several potential
applications where the ERVC protocol will be use-
ful. One such application is in the area of distributed

w xnetwork computing 35 , especially computing in-
volving several powerful supercomputers that will
need to exchange bulk data, relatively frequently and
without any loss. Virtual circuit connections with a
minimum guaranteed bandwidth will have to be set
up between these sites to facilitate the efficient trans-

w xfer of data when needed 36 . For geographically
separated sites where the round-trip delay is compa-
rable to or larger than the data transmission time, it
will be most efficient to reserve capacity only for the
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duration of the transfer, rather than suffer from the
overhead of reserving bandwidth for a round-trip
delay before the data can be transmitted. The ERVC
protocol will also be useful for applications that run
for part of the time on a specific machine suited to
execute a portion of the computation most effi-
ciently, and for part of the time on a different
machine suited to execute a different portion of the

w xcomputation 2 . Typically, such applications manip-
ulate very large volumes of data that must be moved
efficiently from one machine to another in mid com-
putation. Another area where the ERVC protocol can
be useful is in digital medical imaging applications,
which often require the transmission of diagnostic

w xX-rays 35 involving as many as 10 to 50 images
Žamounting to between 2 and 10 gigabits of informa-

.tion . In this case also, virtual paths between several
locations can be pre-established, with virtual circuits
requiring specific bandwidths being established on
an ‘‘as needed’’ basis. By reserving fairly large
chunks of the link capacity only for the duration of
the data transfer, the protocol will enable better use
of a network’s resources, and thus streamline net-
work operation.

The timed reservation feature of the ERVC proto-
Ž .col whose details we give shortly is a relatively

inexpensive way to effect a substantial gain in net-
work efficiency, especially in view of a number of
network applications where the size of the data
transfer is expected to be known beforehand, thus
allowing for reservations to be made only for the
durations of the sessions. For instance, in most file-

Žtransfer or data-transfer type applications such as
.those involving transfers over the world-wide web ,

the size of the network transfer is known in advance.
In virtual-circuit switched networks, therefore, such
transfers lend themselves immediately to the use of
the ERVC protocol. In this case, the setup packet

Ž .would travel from the source user to the destination
Ž .remote database or data site , while making timed
reservations on links in the reverse direction for the
data to be sent from the data-site to the user.

3. Operation of the ERVC protocol

In this section, we explain the call setup mecha-
nism, and describe how the reservations are made.

We then discuss the data structures that are used for
this purpose, and the way they are updated, and
indicate the connection control actions that must be
performed at the source, intermediate, and destina-

Žtion node the state diagram representations of these
actions and a detailed description appear in Ap-

.pendix A . Finally, we comment on some implemen-
tation issues.

3.1. Call setup in the ERVC protocol

We begin by explaining the operation of the
ERVC protocol when there are no link or node
failures, and when propagation and other delays are
known. In Section 3.4 we explain how the protocol
deals with timing uncertainties, and in Appendix B
we discuss how it handles link and node failures. We
assume the availability of local clocks but do not
assume that the clocks are synchronized. We also
assume, as is the case for the Thunder and Lightning
network, that error control and retransmission are
performed at the transport layer, and are not part of
the connection control protocol.

The path followed by a session is computed at the
source based on the topology and link utilization
information available at the source. The protocol can
be modified to deal with the case where adaptive
routing is used; in this paper, however, we only
consider the case where source routing is used. Each
outgoing link of a node has an identifier, which is
unique within that node, and is globally known.

A SETUP packet contains several fields as shown
in Fig. 3. The path of the SETUP packet is specified
as a sequence of link identifiers L , L , . . . , L , corre-1 2 h

sponding to the links that the packet must traverse.
Ž .The switch processor SP reads the first link identi-

fier of the incoming SETUP packet to determine the
outgoing link to which the packet should be routed,
and cyclically rotates the link identifiers so that the
one just read becomes last. Therefore, at each hop,
the first link identifier always specifies the outgoing
link of the switch to which the packet should be sent.
The SETUP packet also contains the virtual path
identifier field VPI; a session can have different

Fig. 3. The various fields of the SETUP packet.
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values of VPI for various segments of its path. The
requested rate field R is the rate required by the
session. The minimum rate field M is the minimum
rate guarantee with which the session will be satis-
fied; in general, we may have M/R. The start time
field ST of a SETUP packet is initially set equal to
the round-trip propagation delay T between ther t

source and the destination, and is updated at each
node in a manner to be described later. When the
SETUP packet leaves the ith intermediate node on
its path, the value of its ST field is denoted by ST .i
Upon reception of the SETUP packet at an interme-

Ždiate node, the ST field specifies the time relative to
.the present time at which the reservation of capacity

at its outgoing link should begin. The maximum
delay field D specifies the maximum delay that the
session can tolerate. It is the time, relative to the
time the SETUP packet starts transmission at the
source, within which the source should either trans-
mit its first data packet or learn that the session
cannot be served because the delay or the capacity
requirement could not be met. Since the ERVC
protocol requires a pre-transmission delay equal to at

Žleast T , it can be used only when DGT other-r t r t

wise, a tell-and-go type of protocol, like RGVC is
.used for the session . The information field I speci-

fies the amount of information that will be transmit-
ted during the holding time of the session, if known.
Finally, the time-offset field TO, which is updated at
each hop, contains the time, following the reception
of the acknowledgement packet at the source, after
which the source should start transmission.

When the ith intermediate node s receives ai

SETUP packet, it finds the first time tGST atiy1

which enough residual capacity is available to ac-
Žcommodate the call. If tGD that is, the delay until

.the capacity becomes available is unacceptable , the
session is blocked. If tFD, intermediate node re-
serves the capacity and updates the ST field to

Ž .ST [ t see Fig. 4 . The node updates the TO fieldi

by adding to it the time offset d s tyST intro-i iy1

duced at s , and forwards the SETUP packet to thei

next node s . The destination node also uses aiq1

similar algorithm to process the SETUP packet, ex-
cept that instead of checking for the availability of
adequate capacity, it checks for the availability of
adequate memory to store the I information bits of
the session. The destination acknowledges the

Fig. 4. Advantage of the ERVC protocol. Here the session request-
ing 10 Gbitrs that arrives at intermediate node s , is not rejected.i

Instead a reservation for it is made at the first time t, where
ST F tF D, at which enough capacity is available. At the sameiy1

Ž .time the time offset TO field of the SETUP packet is incre-
mented by d s tyST .i iy1

SETUP packet by sending an ACK packet back to
the source, which contains the rate finally allocated
to the call and the time offset TOsÝh d . Afteris0 i

receiving the ACK, the source waits for time Ýh dis0 i
Ž .and transmits a COMMIT A, H packet, containing

the allocated rate A and the expected session holding
time Hs IrA. If the reservation is unsuccessful, the
node where the session is blocked returns a REJ
packet. If nothing is received within a time T , which
is an appropriate function of the round-trip delay,
REJ is assumed.

Fig. 5 illustrates the timing considerations for the
ERVC protocol. As long as the propagation delay on

Ža link is the same for all packets that is, for the
.SETUP packet and the subsequent data packets , it is

Žsufficient for a node to reserve capacity relative to
.present time as per its local clock starting at the

time specified in the ST field of the SETUP packet.
The effect of delay uncertainties and modifications
required to handle them are described in Section 3.4.

3.2. ReserÕation procedure and data structures

The way the reservations for a session are made
and the data structures required for this purpose are
explained next. Each switch processor has to keep a

Ž .record of the rate G V granted to each session V
that uses that port. The processor also records the
total rate of sessions with unknown duration, or
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Fig. 5. To illustrate the timing considerations of the ERVC
protocol, consider the following scenario. The SETUP packet is
transmitted from the source s with start time field ST [T . At0 r t

each node s on the path, the ST field is incremented by the timei

offset d introduced by s , and capacity is reserved starting at timei i

ST relative to the arrival time of the SETUP packet at s .i i
Ž .Therefore, link s, s is reserved starting at a time ST after the1 0

Ž .SETUP packet is sent from s, link s , s is reserved starting at a1 2

time ST after the SETUP packet arrives at node s , and link1 1
Ž .s , t is reserved starting at a time ST after the SETUP packet2 2

arrives at node s . When the packet arrives at the destination t,2

the ST field is ST sT qd qd . After receiving the ACK, the2 r t 1 2

source waits for d qd time units before transmitting the COM-1 2

MIT packet and the data packets. Therefore, the COMMIT packet
arrives at node s , d time units after the starting time of the1 2

Ž .reservation on link s , s , and it arrives at node s exactly at the1 2 2
Ž .starting time of the reservation on link s , t . This ensures that2

when the data packets of the session arrive at an intermediate
node, capacity is available for them.

sessions whose rate is unrecorded for other reasons
Žfor example, for small sessions with rate less than,
say, 0.1 Gbitrs, the duration may not be recorded in

.order to reduce complexity , or for sessions using
Žother connection control protocols like immediate

.reservation protocols . Sessions whose duration is
recorded will be called type 1 sessions, while all
other sessions will be called type 2 sessions. Note
that type 2 sessions are also sessions that need
bandwidth guarantees and require explicit reserva-
tions, and therefore do not include available bit-rate
type sessions. For type 2 sessions we assume that

MsR. For dealing with type 2 sessions, either one
of the following two options may be used. Sessions
for which both the roundtrip delay and the holding
time are uncertain can also be treated as IRVC
sessions, with their aggregate rate being recorded in
a variable S. Sessions for which the roundtrip delay
is known but whose duration is uncertain are treated
like type 1 sessions, with capacity being reserved for
them, initially for an infinite duration, and being
freed when the LAST packet of the session arrives.
In the remainder of the paper, we will assume for
simplicity that all type 2 sessions are treated as
IRVC sessions, with aggregate rate S.

In the ERVC protocol, each node has a record of
the capacity reserved on its outgoing links as a

lŽ .function of time. We let r t denote the capacity
reserved on link l by type 1 sessions, at time t

lŽ .relative to the present time. The function r t is
called the utilization profile of link l. The capacity
available on link l at time t is then equal to CySy

lŽ .r t . The utilization profile is a stepwise function,
with discontinuities at the points at which reserva-

Ž .tions begin or end see Fig. 6 , and has to be updated
dynamically. In our implementation, the node keeps
track of the utilization profile by recording only the

lŽ .jumps in r t . In particular, a network node main-
tains a linked list LL , called utilization list, for eachl

outgoing link l. Each record of LL stores one jumpl

of the link utilization profile, and is composed of two
Ž .fields, the rate field LL _rate and the time fieldl

Ž .LL _time . The field LL _rate is equal to the capac-l l

ity reserved by type 1 sessions, at a time recorded in
Žthe field LL _time relative to the time in the preced-l

. wing record . The first element denoted by LL t sl 0
x0,r records the capacity r that is reserved during0 0

w .the interval 0,t , where t st . The second ele-1 1 1
w xment LL t ,r records the capacity r that is re-l 1 1 1

w .served during the interval t ,t qt , or equiva-1 1 2
w .lently during the interval t ,t , and so on till the1 2

Ž . w xmy1 th element LL t ,r , which recordsl my1 my1

the capacity r reserved during the intervalmy 1
w my 2 my2 .Ý t ,Ý t qt , or equivalently during theis1 i is1 i my1

w .interval t ,t . We will use the conventionmy 2 my1
w xthat the last element LL t ,r of the list has fieldsl m m

t s` and r s0. This is because at time t s`,m m m
Ž .all sessions with finite known durations will have

ended, and the capacity r reserved by them will bem

zero.
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lŽ .Fig. 6. Illustrating the link utilization profile r t of a link l. This function describes the capacity reserved on link l by type 1 sessions at
lŽ .each time instant t. Observe that it is enough for a node to know the values of r t at the points where there is a step or jump in the

lŽ .function r t . Here C is the total capacity of the link and S is the portion of capacity allocated to type 2 sessions.

Note that in the utilization list, the time field
LL _time of each element records time relative to thel

time in the preceding element. Thus, the time field
t of the second element records the time relative to1

the present time t s0 recorded in the first element.0

The time t is updated every millisecond by decre-1

menting its value by one, an update that takes con-
stant time and is independent of the size of the list.
Since the utilization list must always have a first
element with t s0 to represent the current time, the0

w xfirst element of the list LL t ,r is deleted onlyl 0 0

when the time field t of the second element1
w xLL t ,r reduces to zero. At that point, the second1 1

element moves to the first position, and the first
element is deleted.

Consider a SETUP packet that arrives at the pth
intermediate node s on its path, and wants to usep

Ž . wlink l for its pq1 th hop. For simplicity, in the
following we will assume that the reservation for a

Ž .session is initially made for an unknown infinite
duration. The capacity reserved in excess of the
holding time of the session is released upon the
arrival of the COMMIT packet. When the entire
procedure has been explained, the reader will easily
see that the initial reservation of capacity on a link l

Ž .at the pq1 th hop of the path needs to be made
only for time equal to DyST q IrM, providedpy1

that I is known during the set-up phase, which is an
upper bound on the time for which the session may

xneed the capacity on link l. Let k be the maximum

integer such that the time fields of the elements of
LL satisfyl

k

t -ST ,Ý i py1
is1

� 4and CySyr GM for all ig k ,kq1, . . . ,m .i

2aŽ .
In other words, Ýk t is the largest time that is lessis1 i

than the time at which the link is requested, for
which adequate capacity is available at all times
tGÝk t . If such a k exists, capacity can be allo-is1 i

cated to the session starting at the requested time
ST , without adding any further delay to the startpy1

time of the session. If a k satisfying the above
condition does not exist, the node searches for the
minimum integer k such that the time fields of the
elements of LL satisfyl

k

ST F t FD ,Ýpy1 i
is1

� 4and CySyr GM for all ig k ,kq1, . . . ,m .i

2bŽ .
That is, the node searches for the first time Ýk tis1 i

after the requested time ST at which adequatepy1

capacity is available, and which is less than the
maximum allowable delay D. If such a k exists, the
node allocates that capacity to the session starting at
time Ýk t . In this case, however, a delay d sis1 i p

Ýk t yST is added to the start time of theis1 i py1
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Ž .Fig. 7. Illustrates how capacity is reserved for a new session. The setup packet arrives at link l after its pth hop. In a t -ST andk py1

capacity GM is available at all subsequent times. Thus, a reservation is made starting at time ST , and a new record is inserted in the listpy 1
Ž .to account for the discontinuity introduced at that time by the new session. In b , ST F t FD and adequate capacity is available at allpy 1 k

times after t . As a result, capacity is reserved starting at time t and the start time ST of the session is incremented by the offsetk k py1
Ž .d s t yST introduced at the pq1 th hop.p k py1

Ž .session. If a k satisfying condition 2a or condition
Ž .2b does not exist, then the session is blocked, and a

Ž .REJ is transmitted to the source Fig. 7 .
In what follows we describe how the data struc-

tures are updated to perform the reservations. We
will first describe the updates for type 1 sessions,
and then for type 2 sessions.

For a type 1 session, if a k satisfying condition
Ž . Ž .2a exists, capacity equal to min R, CySyr is
reserved for the session starting at time ST , wherepy1

� 4rsmax r . This is done by inserting a newk F i F m i

element with LL _rate[r and LL _time[Ýk tl k l is1 i
Ž .yST between the k th and the kq1 th positionpy1

Žof the list that is, the new element becomes the
.kq1 element of the revised list . The time field of

Ž .the kq2 th element of this revised list is updated
to
t st yt ,kq2 kq2 kq1

and the residual capacities of all elements following
w xLL t ,r are updated according tol k k

r [r qmin R ,CySyrŽ .i i

� 4for all ig kq1, . . . ,mq1 .

Ž .If a k satisfying condition 2b exists, no new ele-
ment needs to be added to the list, but the elements

w xfollowing LL t ,r are updated according tol ky1 ky1

� 4r [r qmin R ,CySyr for all ig k , . . . ,m .Ž .i i

In both cases, the fields of the SETUP packet are
updated according to

Rnew [min Rold ,CySyr ,Ž .

k

ST [max ST , t ,Ýp py1 iž /
is1

k

d [max ST , t yST ,Ýp py1 i py1ž /
is1

and

TOnew [TOold qd .p

At this time the node also records the new call
parameters in its call tables, with the rate granted
field set to GsRnew.

We now describe the procedure followed when
Ž .node s receives a COMMIT A, H packet, whichp

confirms that capacity A has been allocated to the
session, and that the session holding time is Hs IrA.
Recall that for a type 1 session the rate A finally
allocated to the session may be smaller than the rate
G granted to it on an intermediate link during the

Ž .call setup phase. When the COMMIT A, H packet
for a session arrives, all capacity reserved for this
session beyond its holding time H must be freed.
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Further, the excess capacity GyA, must also be
freed. We let n be such that

n nq1

t FH- t .Ý Ýi i
is1 is1

If Ýn t -H, then a new element is added to LL inis1 i l
Ž .the nq1 th position with fields given by LL _timel

[HyÝn t and LL _rate[r . That is, if there isis1 i l n

no n such that the sum of the time fields of elements
1 through n is equal to the time at which the new
session ends, a new element has to be added to LLl

to record the discontinuity introduced by the termina-
tion of the new session. The rate field of all elements
is then updated according to

� 4r [r yG for all ig nq1,nq2, . . . ,mq1 ,i i

and

� 4r [r y GyA for all ig 0,1, . . . ,n .Ž .i i

If Ýn t sH, no new element is added to LL , andis1 i l

the rate field of all elements is updated according to

� 4r [r yG for all ig n ,nq1, . . . ,m ,i i

and

� 4r [r y GyA for all ig 0,1, . . . ,ny1 .Ž .i i

Note that, in practice, both during the process of
session admission and when updating the capacity
allocated to a session on the arrival of the

Ž .COMMIT A, H packet, a node can accomplish the
Župdate by scanning the list only once see implemen-

w x.tation details in 37 .
When the setup packet for a type 2 session arrives

at a node, the procedure followed to update the
variables is different. If the session can be accepted,
that is

� 4CySyr GM for all ig 0,1, . . . ,m , 3Ž .i

the node creates a new record for it and sets the rate
Žgranted field G equal to the requested rate R which

for type 2 sessions is also equal to the minimum rate
.M . The total capacity of all type 2 sessions is then

updated according to S[SqR. When the COM-
MIT packet for a type 2 session arrives at the node
the reservation is confirmed, and no further action
needs to be taken.

Lastly, we need to consider how the utilization
list LL is updated when a session either terminatesl

normally, or is dropped either due to a time-out or
because it is blocked at a subsequent node. When the
session terminates normally, the source transmits a
LAST packet to free the resources along the path,
and each intermediate node updates its local call
tables by deleting the corresponding record. If the
session is of type 1, the capacity allocated to it is
automatically released at this time. If the session is
of type 2, the node updates S according to SsSyG.
When the session is blocked after having reserved
capacity on some of its intermediate links, the node i
where the session is blocked transmits a REJ packet
to the source, containing the value of the TO field of
the SETUP packet. After receiving a REJ, the source

Ž .waits for time TOqmax 0,T y t , where t is ther t

time at which the REJ is received at the source, and
then transmits a RELEASE packet to free the capac-
ity reserved. This ensures that the RELEASE packet
arrives at the intermediate nodes 1,2, . . . ,iy1 at the
time starting at which a reservation was made for the
session at these nodes. When the RELEASE packet
is received at an intermediate node, the node re-
moves the record corresponding to this call from its
call table. For a type 1 session, the rate field of all
elements in the utilization list LL is updated accord-l

ing to LL_rate[LL_rateyG, whereas for a type 2
session, the variable S is updated according to S[S
yG.

During the holding time of the session, the source
periodically transmits to the destination REFRESH
messages that are copied by the intermediate nodes.
A session is dropped due to a time-out when no
REFRESH messages arrive at the node within a
required time interval. The node then removes the
record corresponding to the session from its call
table. If the session is of type 1, the capacity allo-
cated to it is released automatically when its duration
expires, whereas if it is of type 2, the variable S is
updated according to S[SyG.

3.3. Connection control actions performed at the
nodes

In this section we outline the state parameters
kept at each node for a call. The actions that a
source, intermediate, or destination node must take
are detailed in Appendix A. The parameters and
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terminology that we use is similar to that found in
w x3 .

In normal operation the source transmits every T
Ž .ms a REFRESH A packet to the destination, which

is copied by intermediate nodes, and is acknowl-
edged by the destination with an ACK. The RE-

Ž .FRESH A packets play an important role in provid-
ing robustness to link and node failures. They ensure
that each node periodically learns about the status of
an ongoing call, and can drop the call if the RE-

Ž .FRESH A packet does not arrive within the re-
quired time. This guarantees that all reserved band-
width is eventually released even in the presence of
link and node failures, which we discuss in Ap-

Ž .pendix B. The REFRESH A packet is similar in
concept to the validation cell used by Boyer and

w xTranchier in the FRPrDT protocol 32 , or the RE-
FRESH packets used by Cidon et al. in the connec-
tion establishment schemes for the PARIS network
w x3 . The REFRESH packet contains the rate A fi-
nally allocated to the call, so that if the COMMIT
packet is lost an intermediate node still learns about
the rate allocated to the call and can free any excess
capacity reserved for this call during the setup phase.
The ACK sent by the destination informs the source
that the call path and the destination are functional.
The record maintained for a call at each intermediate
node includes an actiÕity-bit, which is set to one

Ž .when a REFRESH A packet arrives, and signifies
that the connection is active.

The capacity reserved by the session is confirmed
when the COMMIT packet arrives at the node, or, in
case the COMMIT packet is lost, when the first

Ž .REFRESH A packet arrives at the node.
At any time a call can be in one of the states

inactiÕe, checking, pending, actiÕe, or recoÕer.
When the call has not been initiated at a node, its
state is inactiÕe. During the time a node performs
computations to determine whether the call should
be accepted, the state of the call at that node is
checking. After capacity is reserved for a call at a
node, and while the node waits for a COMMIT

Ž .packet at an intermediate or destination node or an
Ž .ACK packet at the source node to arrive, the call is

in state pending. After the COMMITrACK packet
arrives and till the time that the call is terminated,
the call is in state actiÕe. When the call terminates
and the reserved capacity is freed, the call returns to

state inactiÕe. In addition, at an intermediate node a
call can be in state recoÕer when its associated SP is
recovering from a failure. The state diagrams that
describe the way a call is handled at the source,
intermediate, and destination node are illustrated in

Ž .Figs. 14–16 in Appendix A .
A proof of correctness of the ERVC protocol,

based on an elegant approach used by Cidon et al.
w x w x3 , is given in 37 , with appropriate modifications
to handle timing information and the possibility of
future reservations in the ERVC protocol, both of

w xwhich were not issues in 3 .

3.4. Delay considerations and handling timing un-
certainties

The processing and queueing delays encountered
by the control packets have to be small and have
small variability for the ERVC protocol to function
efficiently. In the Thunder and Lightning network,
the control packets have preemptive priority over the
data packets. Therefore, the total delay experienced
by a control packet at a node consists of three

Žcomponents: the processing delay which is the time
.required to process a control packet , the communi-

Žcation queueing delay which is the time required to
.transmit all packets ahead of it in the control buffer ,

Žand the processor queueing delay which is the
waiting time for control packets ahead of it to be

.processed by the SP . To obtain estimates on these
delay components, it is important to estimate the rate
at which control packets are generated. If a typical
session transmits a total of M Gbits and all links
have capacity equal to C Gbitrs, a SETUP packet
will be transmitted through a port of the switch every
at least MrC seconds on the average. Therefore, the
rate at which SETUP packets are handled by a
network switch satisfies

CK
SETUPl F , 4Ž .handled M

where K is the number of outgoing links at the
switch. If a typical path has H links, the average
number of setup packets that are generated per unit
of time at a node and are successful in establishing a
connection satisfies

lSETUP CKhandledSETUPl s F . 5Ž .generated H MH
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The SETUP packets will generate an equal num-
ber of ACKrREJ packets. Thus, in the Thunder and
Lightning network, where each of the four ports of a
switch has an associated processor, each of the four
SP’s of a node will handle of the order of 160
control packets per second. Our estimate of the

Žprocessing delay per control packet assuming a 20
. ŽMHz processor is of the order of 15–20 ms this

would be the time required for the 20 MHz processor
.to perform an update of the utilization list , while the

Ž .transmission time of a control packet 424 bits is of
the order of 11 ns. Therefore, the rate at which the
control packets can be processed by a SP and the
rate at which they can be transmitted are about 102

or 105 times larger, respectively, than the rate at
which they arrive at a SP. Consequently, the queue-
ing delay of a setup packet at a switch will be very
small, and its total delay will be close to its process-
ing delay of 15–20 ms, and its variability will be
small.

Another cause of uncertainty is related to the
estimation of propagation delays. For the Thunder
and Lightning network, the length of a 1000 km path
segment is expected to be known to within 1 km. As
a result, the uncertainty in the propagation delay for
coast-to-coast communications over a distance of
3000 km, will only be about 30 ms or about a
thousand times less than the propagation delay. As
the above calculations illustrate, the uncertainty in
the delay experienced by a control packet in the
Thunder and Lighting network will be very small
when compared with the holding time of a session
and the propagation delays present in the network.
This justifies the description of the ERVC protocol
that we gave in Sections 3.1 and 3.2, where we
assumed that the delay suffered by a control packet
is predictable.

We now explain how a node handles uncertainties
and round-off errors in the various timing and delay
components. As pointed out in Section 3.1, session
durations will be recorded in milliseconds. There-
fore, when processing the SETUP or COMMIT
packet of a session the node will be required to
round-off the values of the fields ST and TO of a
SETUP packet, and the values LL _time in the uti-l

lization list LL . The rule that will be followed inl

such a case is that a node, when in doubt, will
always underestimate the start time, that is it will

always round-off the start time ST downward to the
closest millisecond. Similarly, a node, when in doubt,
will always overestimate the TO field and the
LL _time field, that is, it will round-off the TO fieldl

of the SETUP packet and the LL _time field of thel

records in the utilization list LL upward to thel

nearest millisecond. This ensures that capacity is
always reserved starting at a time strictly before it is
actually needed by the session, so that when the data
packets of the session arrive at the node capacity will
be there for them.

4. Performance results

In this section, we present performance results for
the ERVC protocol, which provide a quantitative
estimate of the efficiency gains of the protocol, and
we compare its performance with that of IRVC or
regular reservation schemes. Our results substantiate
the following claims: that for the same offered load,
the ERVC protocol provides a substantially lower
probability P of blocking new sessions than IRVCb lk

protocols do, and that for the same probability of
blocking new sessions, the ERVC protocol utilizes
links much more efficiently than IRVC schemes do,
and can achieve link utilization close to unity.

We consider the simulation setup illustrated in
Fig. 8. There are N sources that generate sessions as
per a Poisson process of rate l sessions per unit
time. This traffic is routed through a link l with a

Fig. 8. The simulation setup used to obtain the performance
characteristics for the ERVC protocol. For our simulation model,
we chose Ns20 nodes, with link l of capacity Cs10 units.
Each session in our model asks for r s1 unit of capacity, and
session holding times are exponentially distributed with mean

iX s1. The roundtrip delay T for each source-destination pairr t

was assumed to be the same.
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Fig. 9. The blocking probability P for the ERVC protocol compared with that for IRVC protocols, when the delay tolerance t of ERVCb lk

sessions is the parameter varied. The logarithmic scale on the left is used to better illustrate the improvements achieved by the ERVC
protocol at light loads, while the linear scale on the right is used to highlight the details at heavy loads. Here T s1.0, and Xs1.0.r t

capacity of C units located within the network,
which we assume to be the only bottleneck link on
the paths followed by the sessions. This is equivalent
to assuming that the links leading from a source i to
link l have ‘‘infinite’’ capacity and play no role in
restricting the traffic. Upon its arrival at link l, each
session demands r units of capacity, and is blocked
Ž .never to appear again if adequate capacity is un-

available. The holding times of the sessions are
exponentially distributed with mean X. The roundtrip
delay between source i and its destination is denoted
by T i , while the propagation delay from source i tor t

link l is denoted by T . Both delays are normalizedi

by the mean session holding time X.
We first compare the performance of the ERVC

protocol with that of IRVC schemes, when the delay

Fig. 10. Illustrates the blocking probability P for the ERVC protocol and its comparison with the blocking probability for IRVCb lk

protocols, when the roundtrip delay T is varied. Here ts0.5, and Xs1.0.r t
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Fig. 11. Illustrates the link utilization for the ERVC protocol, and
its comparison with the link utilization achieved by IRVC schemes,
for varying roundtrip delay T . As before, t s0.5 and X s1.0.r t

Ž .t beyond the roundtrip delay T that ERVC ses-r t

sions can tolerate before beginning transmission is
the parameter that is varied. Fig. 9a and b illustrate
the blocking performance of the protocol. The verti-
cal scale in Fig. 9a is logarithmic to indicate the
order of magnitude improvements achieved by the
ERVC protocol over IRVC protocols for light loads,
while the vertical scale in Fig. 9b is linear to better
illustrate the improvements at heavy loads. We see
that at light loads, say lF0.4, the blocking proba-
bility of the ERVC protocol improves by about an

order of magnitude for every 0.5 increase in the
delay tolerance t of ERVC sessions. This indicates
that the reservation ahead feature of the ERVC pro-
tocol can substantially improve performance, when
the delay that can be tolerated is increased. At heavy
loads, say lG0.6, the blocking probability of the
ERVC protocol begins to saturate with increasing t ,
and gradually approaches that for the case when
ts0.

We then compare the performance of the ERVC
Ž .protocol with a fixed delay tolerance t with IRVC

protocols, for various values of T . As expected, ther t

performance of IRVC schemes worsens with increas-
ing roundtrip delay. The performance of the ERVC
protocol, however, does not depend on the roundtrip
delay. This is because for a single link, like in the
model considered here, a different roundtrip delay
only means that the arrivals of sessions on link l are
translated in time by a different amount. As a result,

Žthe picture in terms of load and consequently the
.blocking as seen by newly arriving sessions remains

the same, irrespective of the roundtrip delay. From
Fig. 10a, we observe that when the blocking proba-
bility P for IRVC schemes reaches a nominalb lk

value of say 0.1, the blocking probability for the
ERVC protocol is still at least two orders of magni-
tude better. By contrast, from Fig. 10b, we see that
when the ERVC protocol reaches a blocking proba-
bility of P s0.1, the blocking probability of IRVCb lk

Fig. 12. Compares the blocking probability P for the ERVC protocol with two types of mixed traffic, with that for IRVC schemes and theb lk

ERVC protocol. Here ts0.5 and Xs1.0.
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Fig. 13. Illustrates the blocking probability P for the each of the two components of the traffic mixture whose performance is illustratedb lk
Ž .in Fig. 12. b Illustrates the percentage of sessions of each type among the total number of successful sessions, for both mixtures.

schemes is four times higher at P s0.4. Further-b lk

more, Fig. 11 shows that the ERVC protocol then
Ž Žachieves a link utilization of about 0.90 about Tr t

.qX rX times higher than than achieved by IRVC
schemes, or about 56% higher than IRVC schemes

.for T s0.5 X, at ls0.6 .r t

In Fig. 12a and b, we illustrate the performance of
the protocol when we have mixed traffic, consisting
of two session types: ERVC sessions, whose dura-
tions and roundtrip delays are known, and IRVC
sessions, whose durations and roundtrip delays are
unknown. We consider two types of mixed traffic:
one in which 25% of the arriving sessions are IRVC
sessions, and the other in which 50% of the arriving
sessions are IRVC sessions.

The performance curves in Fig. 12a and b, can be
viewed as representing the variation in performance
of the ERVC protocol as the percentage of sessions
with unknown characteristics varies from 100%
Ž .where all sessions are IRVC sessions down to 0%
Ž .where all sessions are ERVC sessions . In this case
also, we observe that at light loads the blocking
performance of the ERVC protocol with mixed traf-

Žfic even with sessions of unknown durations consti-
.tuting as much as 50% of the incoming traffic is

superior to that of IRVC schemes, and at higher
loads it approaches that of the ERVC protocol, even
though one would have expected it to lie in between
that for IRVC schemes and that for the ERVC

Ž .protocol Fig. 13 . This behavior can be understood
by considering the individual blocking performance
of each session type in the mixture and by looking at
the percentage of successful sessions that belong to
each session type. Fig. 13b shows that at low loads,
the ratio of each session type in the sessions that are
successful is the same as that of each session type in
the arriving sessions. With increasing load, however,
the ERVC sessions are treated better than IRVC
sessions, and constitute the main fraction of the
accepted traffic. As such, the percentage of ERVC
sessions in the successful sessions gradually ap-
proaches one. This was expected since the ‘‘reserva-
tion ahead’’ feature of the ERVC protocol enables
ERVC sessions to be more successful in reserving
capacity than IRVC sessions.

5. Concluding remarks

We consider the ERVC protocol that we have
presented a viable and competitive candidate for
network protocols in future high-speed networks.
Our aim was to design a protocol that would use the
capacity efficiently in the presence of large propaga-
tion delays, minimize susceptibility to blocking, and
avoid unnecessarily prolonged set-up phases. The
performance characteristics of the protocol obtained
via simulations demonstrate that the ERVC protocol
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does particularly well in terms of utilizing capacity
efficiently and that its blocking performance is sig-
nificantly better than than of regular reservation
schemes, indicating that the timed reservation of
resources can contribute to considerably improved
network operation in gigabit networks. We believe
therefore that the protocol is particularly suited to
take advantage of the long propagation delay in
emerging very high-speed networks, and is suitable
for several important applications in such networks.

Appendix A. Detailed connection control actions
and protocol state diagrams

w xWe will assume, as in 3 , that there is a variable
K such that out of K consecutive transmissions, ats s

least one round-trip transmission is successful with
high probability when the links are up. Thus, if the
timer at the source expires K q1 times withouts

receiving an ACK, the source assumes that either the

call path or the destination is down and drops the
call. Similarly, if the timer at the destination expires

Ž .K q2 times without receiving a REFRESH As

packet, the destination drops the call. If the timer at
an intermediate node expires K q4 times withouts

Ž .receiving a REFRESH A packet, the intermediate
Žnode drops the call. Note that because we do not

assume that the network has bidirectional links, the
ACK’s are not constrained to follow the reverse path
from that followed by the REFRESH and data pack-
ets, and therefore they cannot be used to directly

.convey information to the intermediate nodes. The
selection of these values for the time-out durations
ensures that the source and destination always drop
the call a sufficient time before the intermediate
nodes. As a result, no data packets arrive at an
intermediate node after it drops a call and frees the

w xcapacity reserved for it. The proof appears in 37 .
As mentioned in Section 3.3, at any time a call

can be in one of the states inactiÕe, checking, pend-
ing, or actiÕe. In addition, at an intermediate node a

Fig. 14. Illustrates the state diagram for a call at the source node.
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call can be in state recoÕer when its associated SP is
recovering from a failure. The state diagrams that
describe the way a call is handled at the source,
intermediate, and destination node are illustrated in
Figs. 14–16, respectively, where the Ø denotes the
logical AND operator and q denotes the logical OR
operator. The overbar denotes logical negation.

When a call is initiated by the higher layers at a
source node, the source transitions from state inac-
tiÕe to state checking, and sets reserÕeds0 and
Ž .reservation statussunconfirmed. If a path with

Žadequate capacity according to the information
.available at the source is found, the source transmits

a SETUP packet along that path, sets reserÕeds1,
and transitions to state pending. If the timer expires
before receiving an ACK or a REJ, and less than K s

trials have been made to establish the connection, the
source sets reserÕeds0, transmits a RELEASE
packet, and re-enters state checking. Another attempt

is then made to establish the connection. When the
number of unsuccessful attempts made by the source
becomes equal to K , the source drops the call ands

enters state inactiÕe. Upon reception of an ACK
from the destination the source sets reserÕeds1,
and enters state actiÕe. At the same time, the rate
granted field G is set equal to the allocated rate A,
and the utilization list is updated as described in
Section 3.2. The source waits for time TOsÝh dis0 i

specified in the TO field of the ACK, and then
Ž .transmits the COMMIT A, H packet followed by

the data packets. Every T seconds thereafter, the
Ž .source transmits the REFRESH A packet. When the

Ž .source receives an ACK for a REFRESH A packet,
it sets the actiÕity-bit of the call to one. At K T mss

intervals, the source examines the activity-bit of all
calls in progress, sets to zero all activity-bits that are
equal to one, and drops those calls whose activity-bit
is equal to zero. Thus, a source drops a call between

Fig. 15. Illustrates the state diagram for a call at an intermediate node.
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Fig. 16. Illustrates the state diagram for a call at the destination node.

K T and 2 K T ms following the receipt of the lasts s

ACK from the destination. After all data packets of
the session have been transmitted, the source trans-
mits the LAST packet to free the resources along the
path, and returns to state inactiÕe. The call’s record
is deleted from the call table and the utilization list
LL is updated.l

When the SETUP packet of a new session is
received at an intermediate node, the call transitions
from state inactiÕe to state checking. The reserva-
tion procedure described in Section 3.2 is then fol-
lowed to determine whether the call can be accepted
or not. If the answer is negative, a REJ is transmitted
to the source, and the call returns to state inactiÕe. If
the answer is positive, the node creates a record for
the call, initializes the rate granted field G, sets
reserÕeds1, and transitions to state pending. The

Žnode forwards the SETUP packet after updating it
.as described Section 3.2 , and waits either for a

COMMIT, a RELEASE, or a REFRESH packet, or
for a time-out. If a COMMIT or a REFRESH packet
arrives, the node sets statussconfirmed and up-

dates G and the utilization list LL as described inl

Section 3.2. The call then enters state actiÕe. Every
Ž .time a REFRESH A packet arrives, the activity-bit

of the call is set equal to one. The SP checks the
Žactivity-bit of all calls going through it every K qs

.4 T ms, drops those calls whose activity-bit is equal
to zero, and sets to zero all activity bits that are equal
to one. When the node receives a LAST or a RE-
LEASE packet, or if it times out without receiving a

Ž .REFRESH A packet, the procedure described in
Section 3.2 is followed and the call returns to state
inactiÕe. For the sake of brevity, the actions that an
intermediate node takes when the SP is down are

w xomitted; the reader is referred to 37 for more
details.

The actions at the destination node are similar to
those at an intermediate node, except that the desti-
nation node checks for the availability of sufficient
memory to store the data to be transmitted. If the call
can be accepted, it transmits to the source an ACK
packet that contains the rate A finally allocated to
the call and the final value of the time offset TO.
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Appendix B. Handling link and node failures

Ž .The REFRESH A packets play an important role
in providing robustness to link and node failures.
They ensure that each node periodically learns about
the status of an ongoing call, and can drop the call if

Ž .the REFRESH A packet does not arrive within the
required time. This guarantees that all reserved band-
width is eventually released.

When a source detects that one of its outgoing
links has failed, it drops all calls using that link
Ž .whether in state pending or actiÕe and stops trans-
mitting REFRESH packets for them. All remaining
nodes eventually drop the call due to time-out. If the

Ž .source detects that a switch processor SP of the
node ahead has failed, it drops all calls in state
pending going through that port, and transmits a
RELEASE packet for them. When an intermediate
node detects that an outgoing link has failed, it
transmits REJ packets to all sources using that link,
but does not drop a call till it receives a RELEASE
packet or till the call times out. If an intermediate
node detects that the SP of the next node has failed,
it sends a REJ packet to the sources of all calls in

Žstate pending because these calls cannot transition
.to state actiÕe if the SP is not functional . The

upstream nodes will drop the call due to a RE-
LEASE packet or a time-out, while the downstream
nodes will eventually drop the call due to a time-out.

When a SP at the source or destination fails, all
calls transition to state inactiÕe, and the source or

Ždestination SP remains silent sending no REFRESH
.or ACK packets, respectively for the duration of the

recovery period, thus ensuring that all calls opera-
tional at the time of the failure will be dropped by
the time the SP enters normal mode. When the SP at
an intermediate node fails, all calls in state pending
or actiÕe routed through that port transition to state

Ž .recoÕer see Fig. 15 . When a SP recovers from a
failure, it remains in recoÕery mode for a duration

Ž .equal to K q4 T ms, and restores information ons
Ž .ongoing calls which was lost when it failed , by

recording the information from the REFRESH or
COMMIT packets that it receives. It does not accept
any new calls, and transmits a REJ packet for them.

Ž .When the SP receives a REFRESH A or COMMIT
packet for a session, the session enters state actiÕe,
because the arrival of such a packet means that

capacity had already been reserved for this call and
that the call was already in or about to enter state
actiÕe. If the COMMIT packet contains duration
information, that is, the session is of type 1, the link
utilization list is updated. Otherwise, the session is
considered to be of type 2 and the variable S is
updated.

When a session makes a reservation at an inter-
Ž .mediate node for more than K q4 T ms in thes

future and the intermediate node fails, upon recovery
the intermediate node will drop this call, because
during the recovery period it receives no

Ž .REFRESH A or COMMIT packet for this call as
the source does not begin transmission by that time.
One or more of the following options can be used to
handle this situation. The first option is to keep a

Ž .certain very small portion of the bandwidth re-
served for the transmission of REFRESH packets,
and let the source start transmitting REFRESH pack-
ets for a session immediately upon receiving the

Ž . ŽACK A, H packet even though the transmission of
.data packets begins only TO ms later . A second

option is for the intermediate node to send back a
REJ packet for sessions for which it receives data
packets but has no capacity reserved, and drop the
packets of such sessions.
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